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Introduction
Protection of the environment is a major concern of both the public and private sectors,
but it is now seen in a new light since the September 11 attacks exposed the vulnerabil-
ity of certain segments of the country�s infrastructure to terrorist acts. Most environ-
mental protection efforts have been directed at operations with the potential to cause
environmental damage as a result of accidental spills or releases of toxic materials.
Attention has now turned to addressing issues of environmental terrorism, which can
include the intentional release of hazardous materials via terrorist activities at facilities
or operations, with a resultant tremendous adverse impact on the environment and the
public.

What is Environmental Terrorism?
The FBI defines terrorism as �the unlawful use of force or violence against persons or
property to intimidate or coerce a government, the civilian population, or any segment
thereof, in furtherance of political or social objectives.�2  Terrorism takes on many
forms, including assassinations, homicide/suicide bombings, chemical or biological
attacks, and concerns about attacks on the environment and the associated impact on
the public. Environmental terrorism has been defined as �the unlawful use of force
against in situ environmental resources as to deprive populations of their benefits and/
or destroy property.�3  In light of the September 11 terrorist attacks, the definition of
terrorism may be expanded to include the intended consequences of producing signifi-
cant injury or death to a large segment of the population. Environmental terrorism
attacks may have far-reaching impacts, and, because these attacks can be conducted
using conventional explosives or poisons, are easier to carry out than attacks using
typical weapons of mass destruction, and therefore, may be more devastating.4  Fortu-
nately, the United States has yet to see such a large-scale environmental terrorist attack,
but it is possible that an attempt may be made at some time in the future.

Environmental Terrorism vs. Ecoterrorism
Perhaps more mainstream or high profile in recent years is the perpetration of
ecoterrorism by what are often referred to as radical or fringe environmental groups,
whose intent is to destroy property as a way to publicize and advance their particular
agendas. While there is a definite human impact resulting from the activities of
ecoterrorists, ecoterrorism differs from environmental terrorism in that there is usually
no overt attempt to kill or injure people. Typical targets and methods of ecoterrorism
include tree spiking to protest the harvesting of old growth timber, burning of ski re-
sorts to protest the encroachment of civilization into environmentally sensitive areas,
or the destruction of new homes in residential areas for the same reasons.
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On March 7, the Environmental Law Section was honored to hear
from Jimmy Palmer, the new Regional Administrator of the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency Region IV.  The program was
a huge success, with approximately 100 attorneys in attendance.  Mr.
Palmer explained how his background as an engineer, lawyer and
State regulator has shaped his career and outlook as he begins the
momentous challenge of administering the eight-state regional EPA
office in Atlanta.  Mr. Palmer served for 15 years as Executive Di-
rector of the Mississippi Department of Environmental Quality.  He
appears to be a proponent of delegation to the States and federal
accountability.  I hope that the Section will continue to have good
relations with Mr. Palmer.  Thanks to Doug Henderson and David
Moore of Troutman Sanders LLP for graciously coordinating and
hosting this event.

From theFrom theFrom theFrom theFrom the
Chair�s Desk:Chair�s Desk:Chair�s Desk:Chair�s Desk:Chair�s Desk:
by Anne Hicks

On April 11, Kilpatrick Stockton, LLP hosted a brown bag lunch program featuring Chip Scroggs with the Georgia
Environmental Protection Division, Water Protection Branch�s Nonpoint Source Program, Michelle Fried, Counsel
for the Upper Chattahoochee Riverkeeper and Dana Heil with Georgia Transmission Corporation.  The panelists
discussed the latest developments with implementation of the General NPDES Permit for Construction Activities and the
new State stream buffer variance rules.

The Section officers are nearly finished planning the annual Environmental Law Institute scheduled for August 2-3 at the
Hilton San Destin, Florida.  I am grateful to have such a hard working board to help me with this effort.  Each officer has
provided valuable suggestions and has undertaken significant responsibility for planning the summer seminar and other
Section activities.  We have an exciting line up of speakers so far, including the Honorable Dorothy T. Beasley, former
Chief Judge of the Georgia Court of Appeals, who will speak on ethics.  Other prominent speakers include our keynote
speaker Bob Kerr, Director of the Department of Natural Resources� (DNR) Pollution Prevention Division and Mike
Walker, Senior Enforcement Counsel with EPA�s Office of Enforcement & Compliance Assurance.  The summer
seminar will also feature an hour debate on a timely environmental issue in a mock hearing format.  We have decided to
schedule a separate seminar this fall in Atlanta covering recent water law issues in detail.  Therefore, the summer seminar
will not cover water law in great depth.

The program brochure for the summer seminar should be mailed sometime in May.  We are looking forward to seeing you
there.

Finally, a committee has been formed to establish the criteria for an award in honor of the late Jean Tolman, a dedicated
environmental lawyer and former Chair of this Section.  Committee members, including Ann Marie Stack, Rick Horder
and Doug Arnold, are investigating options, in keeping with Jean�s intent, that include awarding a scholarship to an out-
standing law student focused on environmental law.

If you have any questions or comments about Section activities, please do not hesitate to contact me at 770-270-6989 or
ahicks@mindspring.com.
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Water Systems
Perhaps the likeliest target for environmental terrorism
is the nation�s water system, including supply systems,
treatment systems, and distribution systems. A terrorist
attack could be carried out through biological contami-
nation of water supplies, with the intent to kill or sicken
thousands, as well as have a psychological effect as to
whether the public could be adequately protected from
similar attacks in the future. In many parts of the coun-
try, the water supply and distribution infrastructure is
outdated and inefficient, built with little or no concern
over protection against terroristic attacks. The sheer
number of water systems alone makes it unlikely that
every system could be adequately protected any time
soon. It is estimated that more than 170,000 public wa-
ter supply systems serve more than 250 million Ameri-
cans.1  An adequate and clean supply of water is essen-
tial not only for maintaining life, but for many manu-
facturing processes and maintaining public safety in
firefighting and food processing operations among oth-
ers.2

Power Generating Plants
Attacks on power generating plants could also affect
the environment, most notably if nuclear power plants
are targeted. Through the release of a radioactive cloud,
not only is there the potential to kill or sicken thousands,
but also the rendering of the entire affected area a waste-
land, unsuitable for habitation or agricultural purposes
for perhaps hundreds or thousands of years. Nuclear
waste storage and disposal sites could also become tar-
gets, in effect serving as the radioactive source for a
huge and destructive �dirty bomb.�

Petroleum Storage Sites and Refineries
While bulk petroleum storage and refinery sites may
not have the potential for a massive casualty toll like

Cont�d from pg. 1  Environmental Terrorism The Environmental Litigator�s
Procedural Primer
on the Office of State
Administrative Hearings

Rita A. Sheffey
Ben F. Johnson IV
HUNTON & WILLIAMS

The Environmental Protection Division (�EPD�) seeks civil
penalties against your client, denies your client�s permit
application, revokes your client�s permit, or even issues the
permit which then is challenged by a third-party.  There are
numerous ways that a client � and you as its environmen-
tal lawyer � might end up in a proceeding before Georgia�s
Office of State Administrative Hearings (�OSAH�).1   With
the increasing likelihood of clients finding themselves in
proceedings before OSAH, practitioners more familiar with
environmental litigation in state and federal courts should
be aware of several practical differences between the pro-
cedural rules in those judicial fora and OSAH�s rules.

1.  OSAH Overview
The legislature created the Office of State Administra-
tive Hearings (�OSAH�) in 1994 as a quasi-judicial
agency within the executive branch.2   OSAH provides
a uniform system for hearing contested cases that is en-
tirely independent of the various state agencies whose
contested cases it hears.3   Prior to OSAH, the Board of
Natural Resources appointed its own administrative law
judge to hear cases arising from actions or orders of the
Department of Natural Resources (�DNR�), including
the Environmental Protection Division (�EPD�).4   Those
functions since have been transferred to OSAH.5

2.  The Petition
A petition for hearing by an administrative law judge is
submitted to the Director of the EPD (�Director�), who
then refers the case to OSAH for hearing.6   In actions
involving the EPD, petitions for hearing are governed
by rules of the DNR and those rules should be consulted
for the timing, content, and form of the petition.7   When
the Director receives a timely petition for hearing, he
then forwards the petition to the Attorney General with
a request that it be transmitted to OSAH for hearing.8

In most instances, the filing of a petition for review stays

Targets of Environmental Terrorism
Several high profile targets may lend themselves to en-
vironmental terrorism activities. These are objectives that
until recently were, and maybe to a degree still are, fairly
easily targeted with the potential for a significant and
far-reaching negative impact on the environment.

Cont�d on pg. 7      Cont�d on pg. 5
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An Overview of the Small Business Liability Relief and
Brownsfields Revitalization Act
Lisa Flowers
Susan Richardson
Kilpatrick Stockton LLP

On January 11, 2002, President Bush signed the Small Business Liability Relief and Brownfields Revitalization Act (the
�Act�).1   The Act amends and reforms the Comprehensive Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act
of 1980 (�CERCLA�), commonly known as the �Superfund�2  and authorizes the appropriation of $200 million dollars
for each of fiscal years 2002 to 2006 for brownfields development.3   Many states, including Georgia, have already
implemented their own brownfields programs that provide liability protection and cleanup standards for developers of
brownfields, however, state programs cannot provide adequate protections under federal law.4   The Act responds to this
problem by providing liability protection to prospective purchasers, contiguous property owners, and innocent land-
owners.  Additionally, the Act provides relief to small business owners who previously faced potential liability for an
entire Superfund site, despite the fact that they may have only sent a small amount of hazardous or municipal solid waste
to the contaminated site.  The Act, however, does not apply or in any way affect any settlements, judgments, or admin-
istrative orders entered or issued before the date of the Act.

I. BROWNFIELDS REFORMS

A.  What Is A Brownfield?
Brownfields are industrial or commercial properties that have been abandoned or underutilized due to the potential
liability faced by anyone who purchases or operates the particular site.  The Act defines a �Brownfield Site� as �real
property, the expansion, redevelopment, or reuse of which may be complicated by the presence or potential presence of
a hazardous substance, pollutant, or contaminant.�5   Although CERCLA specifically excludes petroleum in its defini-
tion of hazardous substances,6  the Act includes some petroleum sites in its definition of brownfields, however it is very
limited.  Petroleum sites are only included if they are determined to be of relatively low risk (as determined by the EPA
or state), there is no viable responsible party, and it is not the subject of a cleanup under the Solid Waste Disposal Act.7

In addition, the Act also includes sites contaminated by a �controlled substance,� as defined by section 102 of the
Controlled Substances Act.

B.  What Is Not A Brownfield?
The Act also excludes certain areas as brownfields.  However, financial assistance may still be available for these
exclusions if the President finds that �financial assistance will protect human health and the environment, and either
promote economic development or enable the creation of, preservation of, or addition to parks, greenways, undeveloped
property, or other recreational property, or other property used for nonprofit purposes.�8

The areas excluded as brownfields include the following:9

� Facilities that are part of an ongoing or planned removal action or that are listed or proposed for listing on the
National Priorities List (�NPL�);

� Facilities that have been issued a permit for response action under the Solid Waste Disposal Act, the Federal
Water Pollution Control Act, the Toxic Substances Control Act (�TSCA�), or the Safe Drinking Water Act;

� Land disposal for hazardous waste where closure notification and requirements have been submitted in a
closure plan or permit;

� A portion of a facility where there has been a release of PCBs and that is subject to remediation under TSCA;
� Facilities that are subject to the jurisdiction of a department, agency, or instrumentality of the United States,

except for land held in trust for an Indian tribe; or
� A portion of a facility where assistance for response activity has been obtained under the Solid Waste

Disposal Act from the Leaking Underground Storage Tank Trust Fund.

C.  Who Is Eligible For Funding?
The Act gives the EPA the power to issue grants to states and local governments for programs to inventory, characterize,
assess, and conduct planning of brownfields sites.10   These grants are limited to $200,000 per site, however the EPA

Cont�d on pg. 6
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OSAH�s administrative law judge (�ALJ�) is to de-
termine all issues, including whether the petitioner
has satisfied the filing requirements and is entitled
to a hearing at all,11  and has all the powers of  the
Director of the EPD with respect to that case.12

There is no requirement under either DNR or
OSAH�s rules that the Director file an answer or
response to the petition.  The ALJ may, of course,
require that a response be filed.13

3.  OSAH Rules Generally
Georgia�s Civil Practice Act generally does not ap-
ply to OSAH proceedings, which are governed pri-
marily by OSAH rules and the Administrative Pro-
cedure Act (�APA�).14   OSAH�s rules explicitly pro-
vide that they should be liberally construed and may
be �relaxed� where doing so �will facilitate resolu-
tion of the matter without prejudice to the parties
and will not be inconsistent with the requirements
of the APA or other applicable statute.�15   The ALJ
retains discretion to resolve any procedural issues
not addressed by OSAH rules, the APA, or �other
applicable law.� and may look to the Civil Practice
Act and Uniform Superior Court Rules for guid-
ance.

4.  Appearance by Attorneys
Parties may be represented in OSAH proceedings.17

In order to appear before OSAH, an attorney must
be an active member in good standing of the State
Bar of Georgia.18   The ALJ has discretion to admit
nonresident attorneys pro hac vice upon motion.19

Unlike practice before Superior and State Courts,
an attorney need not fulfill the trial experience re-
quirements of State Bar Rule 8-104(D) in order to
appear before OSAH.20   OSAH has adopted the pro-
cedures of the Uniform Superior Court Rules for
motions to withdraw as counsel and for leaves of
absence.21

5.  Default
The ALJ may enter an order of default, including a
partial default where appropriate, if a party fails to
participate at any stage, fails to file a required plead-
ing, or fails to comply with an order or subpoena of

7.  Burdens of Persuasion and Going Forward
Although OSAH rules generally place the burdens
of persuasion and of going forward with the evi-
dence on the agency involved, they place those
burdens differently under certain circumstances.1

Taking a typical environmental permit case, for ex-
ample, the holder of a permit bears the burdens in
challenging the revocation, suspension, amend-
ment, or non-renewal of the permit.2   An applicant
bears the burdens in challenging the denial of a per-
mit.3   Anyone other than the permit holder or ap-
plicant, such as an environmental activist organi-
zation, who challenges agency action on a permit
bears the burdens.4   Even then, after notice, the ALJ
may shift the burdens upon motion or when �jus-
tice requires.�5

8.  Amendments to Pleadings
Under the Civil Practice Act, a party may amend
its pleadings without leave of court or agreement
of the parties any time before entry of a pretrial
order.6   The OSAH rules limit this right slightly,

Cont�d from pg. 3  -  Procedural Primer

Cont�d on pg. 12

the ALJ.22   Because the ALJ is not vested with the
same range of powers as judges within the judicial
branch, its broad power to enter a default against
an offending party perhaps is its most powerful
direct compulsory device.  Otherwise, the ALJ,
through the application of a party, has to request
action from the appropriate Superior Court.23

6.  Filing by Mail
OSAH allows filing by mail, with documents
�deemed filed on the date on which they are re-
ceived by the Clerk or the official postmark date
such document was mailed, properly addressed to
the Clerk with postage prepaid, by first class mail,
whichever date comes first.�24   In contrast, the Civil
Practice Act deems documents filed only upon re-
ceipt in the Clerk�s office, with the filing party as-
suming the risk of any delays in the mail.25   Of
course, mailing is not required and a party still may
file documents with OSAH by hand delivery to the
Clerk.  Courtesy copies, particularly of motions or
where immediate action is sought, may be sent di-
rectly to the ALJ.
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may extend the limitation to $350,000 based on the
anticipated level of contamination, size, or status of
ownership of the site.11   The President may also issue
grants to states, local governments or nonprofit orga-
nizations to be used directly for remediation of
brownfield sites owned by the government entity or
nonprofit, not to exceed $200,000 per site.12   Addi-
tionally, $1,000,000 grants are available to states and
local governments for capitalization of revolving loan
funds.13   States and local governments may then, in
turn, make loans to site owners and developers to as-
sist with the remediation of brownfield sites.14   How-
ever, no part of a loan or grant may be used to pay a
penalty or fine, a federal cost-share requirement, a re-
sponse cost for a potentially responsible party (�PRP�),
the cost of compliance with any federal law other than
the laws applicable to the cleanup, or administrative
costs.15

II.  LIABILITY REFORMS
The Act provides liability protections to small busi-
nesses, contiguous property owners, prospective pur-
chasers, and innocent landowners; and creative settle-
ment options for PRPs.

A.  �Small Business� Relief
Historically, the only relief available to small businesses
was the possible settlement with the EPA if the busi-
ness did not contribute or only contributed a small
amount to the contamination.16   Under the Act, some
of these businesses may now be exempt from liability
altogether.

1.  De Micromis Exemption.
Transporters and arrangers may be exempt from
Superfund liability if they can demonstrate that they
contributed less than 110 gallons of liquid materials or
200 pounds of solid materials to a hazardous waste site
and that all or part of the disposal, treatment or trans-
port occurred before April 1, 2001.17   Additionally, for
sites listed on the National Priorities List (�NPL�), the
burden of proof is on the plaintiff in third-party contri-
bution actions to demonstrate that the requirements of
the exemption have not been met.18

2.  Municipal Solid Waste Exemption.
Generators of municipal solid waste are also provided
with liability protection for NPL sites under the Act.19

The exemption not only includes waste generated by a
household, but waste generated by a commercial, in-
dustrial, or institutional entity if the waste is essentially
the same as that generated by a household, is collected
and disposed with other municipal solid waste, and con-

tains the relative quantity of hazardous substances as
that of a single-family household.20   The Act exempts
the following for liability associated with contamina-
tion from municipal solid waste:21

� An owner, operator, or lessee of residential
property from which all of the person�s mu-
nicipal solid waste was generated with respect
to the facility;

� A business entity (including a parent, subsid-
iary, or affiliate of the entity) that during the
three taxable years prior to the federal
government�s written notification of the
entity�s potential liability employed no more
than 100 full-time individuals and is a small
business concern (pursuant to the Small Busi-
ness Act) from which all municipal solid waste
attributable to the entity was generated with
respect to the facility; or

� A nonprofit organization that, during the tax-
able year preceding the date of the President�s
notification of potential liability, employed no
more than 100 paid individuals at the location
where all the municipal solid waste attribut-
able to the organization was generated with
respect to the facility.

3.  Burdens of Proof.
Like the De Micromis Exemption, the burden of proof
is on the plaintiff in a third party contribution action
for a NPL site to show that the requirements of the ex-
emption have not been met.22   Furthermore, if a non-
governmental party brings a contribution action and
the defendant is found not liable based on either the De
Micromis or Municipal Solid Waste exemptions, the
plaintiff will be liable for the defendant�s reasonable
costs in the action, including attorney�s fees and expert
witness fees.23   Additionally, the Municipal Solid Waste
Exemption provides that Federal, State, and local gov-
ernments have the burden of proof in cost recovery or
contribution actions for municipal solid waste disposed
before April 1, 2001.24   Third-party nongovernmental
contribution actions are not allowed against generators
whose municipal solid waste was generated from a resi-
dential property.25

4.  Limitations on Exemptions.
Note that a  person may still be liable under both the
De Micromis and Municipal Solid Waste exemptions
if the President finds one of the following:26

� That the hazardous substances or municpal
solid waste �contributed significantly or could
contribute significantly, either individually or
in the aggregate, to the cost of the response
action;�

Cont�d on pg. 8

Cont�d on pg. 4 - Small Business Liability  Relief
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power plants or water systems, the environmental impact and associated economic costs of cleanup can create a long-
term problem for a particular area. Several well-placed explosives could destroy an entire storage complex, resulting in
the release of massive amounts of petroleum products. Usually located along main waterway or highway commercial
transportation corridors, an attack would have significant impacts beyond strictly environmental damage. Environ-
mental health problems associated with contaminated water supplies and burn-
ing petroleum generating toxic fumes could be signficant

Chemical Plants
The United States Environmental Protection Agency estimates that in 1999 ap-
proximately 850,000 facilities in the country were using hazardous or extremely
hazardous materials.3  These plants, which at one time may have been isolated
from population centers, may now be situated in populated areas as urban sprawl
continues. Like petroleum storage facilities and refineries, terrorist attacks on
these facilities could have devastating consequences.

The transport of hazardous materials to and from these facilities also provides an
opportunity for terrorist attacks. The well-publicized efforts on the part of sus-
pected terrorists to obtain licenses to transport hazardous materials indicate that
this target is indeed viable.4  The disruption of rail shipments of  hazardous mate-
rials by explosives or derailment could result in significant impacts to highly industrialized areas where these ship-
ments are headed, also to high-density residential areas through which some of these shipments pass. The damage to
the population and the environment could be significant if highly toxic materials such as chlorine gas, methyl isocyan-
ate, or others are released to the environment.

What Is Being Done to Counter Environmental Terrorism?
The entities charged with the protection of the targets presented above have become much more aware of the need to
evaluate exposure to terrorist attacks, minimize those exposures, and develop and implement plans for preventing or
responding to attacks. Environmental management systems that may already be in place can serve as starting points for
developing additional protective measures against terrorism. Lawyers for these entities have begun to scrutinize the
potential liability their clients may face as a  result of terrorist attacks.

Countering environmental terrorism begins with evaluating the exposure to such acts by thinking like a terrorist and
assessing potential targets and their vulnerability, taking into account target accessibility, affected population, and the
economic impact of successful attacks.5  Under the Emergency Planning and Community Right-to-Know Act (EPCRA),6

a mechanism already exists for most facilities to begin the process of exposure evaluation. EPCRA is intended to
promote and implement planning for chemical emergencies at the state and local level, and to provide the public with
information about the chemicals that are used, stored, and released in their community. Under Section 302 of EPCRA,
a company must submit a facility profile to a State Emergency Response Commission (SERC) and/or Local Emer-
gency Response Commission (LEPC) for extremely hazardous substances used or stored at the facility. The profile
will include chemical use information, storage location, and information for first-responders to an emergency, includ-
ing maximum predicted casualties in a worst-case scenario.7  While updating § 302 reporting requirements a facility
should assess how hazardous materials are secured, determine whether they are stored near easily and covertly acces-
sible areas of the facility, and institute tighter inventory control procedures in order to ensure that all materials are
accounted for.

Cont�d from pg.3  Environmental Terrorism

Cont�d on pg. 10
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� That the PRP has failed to comply with an infor-
mation request or administrative subpoena; or

� That the PRP has impeded, through action or inac
tion, the performance of a response action.27

B.  Contiguous Property Owners
As stated earlier, historically, CERCLA has imposed liabil-
ity on a landowner whether  or not that person actually
caused the contamination.  Perhaps the most unfair result
of this may be seen with contiguous property owners, who
simply had the misfortune of owning property next to a haz-
ardous site.  The Act now gives EPA the power to issue an
assurance that no enforcement action will be initiated against
these landowners and to grant protection against third-party
contribution actions.28   To qualify for this protection, a per-
son must show, by a preponderance of the evidence, that:29

� He did not cause, contribute or consent to the re-
lease;

� He is not a PRP or affiliated with any other PRP
through any direct or indirect familial relationship
or any contractual, corporate, or financial relation-
ship (other than one for the sale of goods or ser-
vices) or the result of a reorganization of a busi-
ness that is a PRP;

� He has taken reasonable steps to stop any continu-
ing release, prevent any threatened future release,
and prevent or limit human, environmental or natu-
ral resource exposure to any hazardous substance
released on or from his own property;

� He has provided full cooperation, assistance and
access;

� He is in compliance with any land use restrictions
established or relied on with the response action
and have not impeded the effectiveness or integ-
rity of any institutional control employed with the
response action;

� He is in compliance with any request for informa-
tion or administrative subpoena;

� He has provided all legally required notices with
respect to the discovery or release of any hazard-
ous substance; and

� At the time that person acquired their property, he
conducted �all appropriate inquiry� of the envi-
ronmental conditions of the property (as discussed
in greater detail below) and did not know or have
reason to know that the property was or could be
contaminated.

Even if the person had reason to know of the contamination
and, therefore, cannot seek protection as a

indicontiguous property owner, they still may obtain
protection as a Bona Fide Prospective Purchaser.30

C.  Bona Fide Prospective Purchasers and Wind
      fall Liens
Perhaps the most important change made by the Act was
to significantly expand EPA�s prior policy regard prospec-
tive purchasers.31   The previous policy limited  Prospec-
tive Purchaser Agreements to those sites where an EPA
action was completed, ongoing or planned for the facil-
ity, and where EPA would receive a substantial benefit
either directly or indirectly from the cleanup.  These two
limitations excluded numerous potential purchasers from
eligibility, and thus impaired prospects for the redevelop-
ment of contaminated property.  The Act expands the abil-
ity of a purchaser to obtain an exemption from CERCLA
�owner� liability.  Under the Act, a purchaser who ac-
quired his ownership interest after January 11, 2002 (the
effective date of the Act), will not be liable as an owner or
operator if he does not� impede the performance� of the
response action and he establishes, by a preponderance of
the evidence, the following criteria:

� all disposal activities occurred before the person
acquired ownership of the property;32

� the person m made �all appropriate inquiry� into
the previous uses and ownership of the property,
as discussed in greater detail below;

� all legally required notices with respect to the
hazardous substances have been provided by that
person;

� �appropriate care� was exercised with regard to
the hazardous substances at the property;

� the person fully cooperated and provided assis-
tance and access to the persons conducting the
cleanup;

� institutional controls are complied with;
� the person complied with information requests

and
� the person is not affiliated with a PRP via a fa-

milial, contractual, corporate or financial rela-
tionship.  A contract conveying ownership of the
property is not considered to create a �contrac-
tual relationship.�33

If the United States incurs unrecovered response costs and
the response action increases the fair market value of the
property from the fair market value that existed before
the response action, the United States will have a lien on
the property to prevent a purchaser from obtaining a wind-
fall from EPA�s cleanup actions.34   However, the lien is
only for the amount of the increase in fair market value.35

Additionally, by agreement with the property owner, the
United States may take a lien

    Cont�d on pg. 15
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Changes To The Hazardous Site Reuse and Redevelopment Act and the
Hazardous Site Response Act:  A Legislative Update

Daniel N. Esrey, Alston & Bird LLP

Introduction
The 2002 Georgia General Assembly enacted important amendments1  to the Hazardous Site Response Act (�HSRA�)2  and
the Hazardous Site Reuse and Redevelopment Act (�Brownfields Act�).3   Key changes to be made by H.B. 1406 (�the
Bill�) include (1) applying the Brownfields Act to non-HSI sites that have experienced a �preexisting release� and granting
a qualifying purchaser apparent liability protection with respect to groundwater conditions at a contaminated site;  (2)
amending HSRA�s fee structure; and (3) expanding HSRA�s liability scheme to make it easier for the state to recover its
costs from responsible parties in situations where such parties cannot be located or in an emergency situation.4

Changes to Brownfields Act
The Brownfields Act provides a program wherein a prospective purchaser of contaminated property may remediate the
property and obtain a limitation of liability under HSRA.  Presently, the Brownfields Act is of limited utility due to the fact
that it is underfunded, restricts coverage of the program to only contaminated properties listed on Georgia EPD�s Hazardous
Site Inventory and provides no relief from the stringent cleanup standards of HSRA.  H.B. 1406 attempts to change these
limitations.  Whether these changes will be successful will only be determined through implementation of the amendments.
Among the changes, the Bill provides a previously non-existent funding mechanism for the administration of the Brownfields
Act by providing for collection of application review fees.  These fees begin at $3,000 and are subject to increases at the
apparent discretion of the Director.5   The Bill also amends the Brownfields Act by expanding the universe of  properties
qualified to participate in the program and obtain certain liability protections.  Those properties previously were limited to
sites listed on the HSRA Hazardous Site Inventory (�HSI�), foreclosing a large category of contaminated properties from
the potential benefits of the Brownsfield Act.  A property will now be eligible for liability protection under the Brownsfield
Act if it has experienced a �preexisting release.�6   A �preexisting release� is any release of hazardous substances, as defined
under HSRA, that occurred prior to the prospective purchaser�s application for a limitation of liability under the Brownfields
Act.7   Lastly, the Bill ostensibly alters the requirements a prospective purchaser must fulfill to obtain or retain a limitation
of liability under the Brownfields Act.

The Brownfields Act has rarely been utilized because the liability �protection� was illusory.  Such �protection� only came
at the cost of full compliance by the prospective purchaser with all of HSRA�s strictures.  A prospective purchaser of an HSI
site obtained a limitation of liability in one of two ways: (1) if the HSI site was not designated as needing corrective action
under HSRA, by certifying the site�s compliance with risk reduction standards and having the Director approve the certifi-
cation;8  or (2) if the Director had designated the HSI site as needing corrective action under HSRA, by submitting a
corrective action plan to the Director and obtaining approval.9

If the prospective purchaser was required to submit a corrective action plan, the plan had to be designed to achieve compli-
ance with all risk reduction standards including those applicable to groundwater.10   The prospective purchaser was then
required to certify compliance with these risk reduction standards and the Director had to approve this certification in order
for the prospective purchaser to retain the limitation of liability afforded by the Brownfields Act.11

The Bill is, among other things, intended to encourage participation and thus the cleanup of underutilized contaminated
properties by relaxing a prospective purchaser�s obligation to comply with the stringent groundwater cleanup standards of
HSRA.  This goal would, in principle, prove useful in promoting brownfields transactions.  Uncertainties concerning ground-
water are often the most difficult to define and, even if defined, the most costly to remediate.  Therefore, groundwater issues
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Additionally, under Sections 311 and 312 of EPCRA, a facility is required to submit a one-time notification to the SERC,
LEPC, and local fire department for each hazardous chemical on site. Similar threat evaluations can also be conducted in
response to updating and submitting Section 112(r) emergency planning activities under the Clean Air Act8  or through
OSHA�s Process Safety Management requirements, or the Hazard Communication Standards.

Protecting the nation�s water systems may be a more daunting task in light of the fact that drinking water supplies may
include large bodies of surface water and widespread and complex distribution systems. Given the need to upgrade the
infrastructure of many of these systems, the cost of modernizing a major water supply system should now include the cost
of protecting the system from attack. Increasing security patrols, the development and use of new technology for testing
and treating water supplies, and the availability of back-up systems or alternative sources of water must be evaluated as
protective measures.

Since many of the major water supply systems are automated, concern must also be given to the possibility of cyberterrorism
causing systems to shut down completely, or changing the treatment operations such that water that has not been fully
treated is allowed to leave the supply facilities and make its way to homes and businesses.9

Legal Issues
Legal theories of environmental terrorism are developing based more on anticipated liability than legal precedent. In the
aftermath of the 1993 World Trade Center bombing, lawsuits were filed based on negligence claims, premises liability,
personal injury, wrongful death, property damages, and business interruption.10  It is fair to assume that many of these
claims would also arise following an environmental terrorist attack, as would new legal theories of liability.
Although protection against environmental terrorism will be expensive and difficult in some cases, the potential legal
impact on corporations and municipalities cannot be ignored in light of the heightened state of alert concerning terrorist
attacks.

Conclusion
While the idea of environmental terrorism is not new, efforts to combat it are utilizing new methods as well as traditional
approaches. Environmental attorneys must be prepared to assist their clients in safeguarding against such acts by initiating
counter-terrorism measures, updating long-standing environmental management systems, and becoming more aware of
potential liability resulting from such attacks. While the chances of environmental terrorism
happening may be slim, the potential consequences could be widespread and long-lived.

1 Bob Schmitter is a Senior Scientist and Head of the Environmental Management and Technology Branch of the
Georgia Tech Research Institute. Bob holds a law degree from John Marshall Law School, a Master of Science degree in
Geology from the University of Georgia, and a Bachelor of Science degree in Geology from Vanderbilt University.
2 Elizabeth L. Chalecki, A New Vigilance: Identifying and Reducing the Risks of Environmental Terrorism. A Report of
the Pacific Institute for Studies in Development, Environment, and Security (September 2001) <http://www.pacinst.org/
environment_and_terrorism.htm>.
3 Id. at 3.
4 Id. at 3.
5 Id. at 5.
6 Tim De Young & Adam Gravley, Coordinating Efforts to Secure American Public Water Supplies, 16 NR&E 3, 146,
148 (2002).
7 Id. at 147.
8 Amy E. Smithson, Prepared Statement before the House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure, November
2001, available at http://www.house.gov/transportation/water/11-08-01/smithson.html.
9 Clean Air Act of 1990, 42 U.S.C. § 7412(r)
10 Safety of Our Nation�s Water, 2001: Hearings on H.R. 3178 Before the House Committee on Science, 107th Cong.
(2001) (statement of Richard G. Luthy, Chair, Water Sciences Board, National Research Council).
11 De Young & Gravley, supra, note 4, at 152.
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often present an unacceptable risk for a prospective pur-
chaser.  Unfortunately, the Bill was drafted in such a man-
ner that it creates uncertainties over the protection it pur-
ports to provide.

The Bill will revise the Brownfields Act to provide that,
upon the Director�s approval of a corrective action plan
submitted by a prospective purchaser (or concurrence with
a certification of compliance with applicable risk reduc-
tion standards), the prospective purchaser �shall not be
required to certify compliance with risk reduction stan-
dards for groundwater, perform corrective action, or oth-
erwise be liable for any preexisting releases to groundwa-
ter.�12   This seemingly straightforward provision is
muddled by a further amendment that will require a pro-
spective purchaser to certify that the qualifying property
complies with the cleanup standards for �source material�
and soil in order to maintain the limitation of liability pro-
vided by the Brownfields Act.13   Unfortunately, the defi-
nition of �source material� raises more questions than
answers concerning compliance with risk reduction stan-
dards.

The Bill defines �source material� as �any hazardous
waste, hazardous substance, or hazardous constituent that
has been released or disposed of that requires notification
in accordance with the HSRA rules.�  Thus, while source
material does not include groundwater itself, it appears to
include the hazardous waste, hazardous substance, or haz-
ardous constituent within the groundwater.  Since con-
taminated groundwater samples inherently reflect the pres-
ence of analytes that meet the definition of a �hazardous
substance,� it is not clear how parties (and their consult-
ants) will distinguish and dismiss such sample results as
not reflecting source material.  To the extent there argu-
ably exists �source material� within groundwater, it is un-
clear what degree of protection a prospective purchaser
will actually obtain or what demonstrations may be re-
quired to obtain it.

Another uncertainty in the Brownfields Act, as amended,
is the question of whether, in certifying compliance with
applicable cleanup standards, a prospective purchaser will
be required to define the extent of contamination to
groundwater by delineating the contamination to back-
ground concentrations.  This delineation effort is often a

costly and difficult undertaking.  Under the HSRA rules,
a responsible party certifies compliance with risk reduc-
tion standards by preparing a compliance status report
(�CSR�).14   The CSR must delineate the vertical and hori-
zontal extent of the soil and groundwater contamination
to background concentrations.15   For any non-naturally
occurring substance in groundwater, background means
at or close to �zero.�  Although a prospective purchaser
is apparently no longer required to certify compliance
with groundwater risk reduction standards, it is unclear
whether this also relieves a prospective purchaser from
the delineation requirements as well.  Likewise, even if
an argument could be fashioned that delineation is not
required under the statutory language, it is far from cer-
tain what degree of investigation EPD may require to
support its apparently discretionary decision whether to
approve a corrective action plan.

One possible solution to these uncertainties would be the
promulgation by the Department of Natural Resources
of rules clarifying what obligations, if any, a prospective
purchaser may have to certify compliance with risk re-
duction standards for source material to the extent such
source material is contained in groundwater.  The Board
may also clarify whether, in submitting a CSR, a pro-
spective purchaser will be required to include a delinea-
tion of contamination in groundwater.  Absent such
rulemaking, the Brownfields Act remains unclear and
potentially of limited usefulness to the real estate mar-
ket.

In addition to the uncertainties created by the language
of the amended Brownfields Act, there are a number of
additional issues that merit consideration in evaluating
the Act�s potential effectiveness.  First, the Brownfields
Act requires EPD approvals at various stages of a pro-
spective purchaser�s application or redevelopment of a
qualifying property.  Because no rules have been pro-
mulgated under the Brownfields Act, a prospective pur-
chaser cannot rely upon any established time periods in
which EPD would be required to make such approvals.
Thus, timely determinations are far from guaranteed.

Another concern facing prospective purchasers is poten-
tial liability to third parties under alternate statutes or le-
gal theories.  For example, the Brownfields Act will not
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allowing amendment of pleadings without leave or
agreement until the tenth day prior to the hearing or
until the entry of a prehearing order, whichever is ear-
lier.7   In contrast, the Federal Rules of Civil Proce-
dure allow a party to amend a pleading without leave
or agreement once, but only before a responsive plead-
ing is served or, if no responsive pleading is permit-
ted, 20 days after service of the pleading being
amended.8

The OSAH rules are substantially different from the
Civil Practice Act in requiring responses to amended
pleadings.  If a party in an OSAH proceeding amends
�any pleading to which a response or reply is re-
quired,� the opposing party must file its response
within seven days after service of the amended plead-
ing, unless the ALJ orders otherwise.9   Only slightly
different, the Federal Rules require that a party re-
spond to an amended pleading by the longer of the
time to respond to the original pleading or 10 days
after service of the amended pleading, unless the Court
orders otherwise.10   In contrast to both the Federal
and OSAH rules, which require a response unless re-
lieved by the Court, under the Civil Practice Act a
party is only required to respond to an amended plead-
ing if the Court orders a response.11

9.  Intervention
OSAH rules govern the procedure for a party�s inter-
vention in an OSAH proceeding, incorporating the
Administrative Procedure Act to provide the grounds
for such intervention.12   Together, the OSAH proce-
dure and the APA grounds are substantially identical
to the requirements for intervention under both the
Civil Procedure Act and the Federal Rules.13   The
OSAH rule goes a step further, however, allowing
the ALJ to �limit the factual or legal issues which
may be raised by an intervenor� to �avoid undue de-
lay or prejudice to the adjudication of the rights of
the original parties.�14

10.  Discovery
The ALJ in an OSAH action is not limited to the evi-
dence before the referring agency and hears the case
de novo.15   However, traditional discovery procedures,

such as those of the Civil Practice Act or Federal Rules
of Civil Procedure, are not available to parties in an
OSAH administrative proceeding.16   Although OSAH
rules provide procedures for obtaining testimony and
documents prior to the hearing, these are to be in lieu
of live testimony from those witnesses at the hear-
ing.17   A party remains free to obtain publicly avail-
able records, such as under O.C.G.A. § 50-18-70 et
seq. and under OSAH Rule 37.18

Although not a discovery device per se, a party may
take advantage of OSAH�s prehearing conference pro-
cedures to discover information on the opponent�s is-
sues, witnesses, experts, and documents.  Prehearing
conferences are not mandatory, but the ALJ may re-
quire the parties to appear for one or more prehearing
conferences and/or submit a written joint prehearing
submission addressing a number of issues, including
clarification of the issues; identification of documents
and witnesses for hearing; stipulation of facts; and
identification of expert witnesses and substance of the
facts and opinions on which the expert will offer tes-
timony.19

Through aggressive use of such prehearing proce-
dures, a party can stake out its opponent on these is-
sues.  In fact, the ALJ should encourage this, particu-
larly in complex cases, because it may simplify the
hearing by resolving and avoiding disputes and un-
necessary surprise.  The ALJ then may issue a
prehearing order, similar to a pretrial order in state or
federal court,  memorializing the results of these
prehearing conferences and providing that �issues,
factual matters, witnesses and documents not included
in the prehearing order shall not be considered, al-
lowed to testify, or admitted into evidence over the
objection of any party� except upon good cause
shown.20

11.  Motions
OSAH Rule 16 governs the filing of motions.21   Any
response must be filed within 10 days of service of
the motion.22   In state and federal courts, a party�s
time to respond to motions other than for summary
judgment varies widely, the Northern District of Geor-

Cont�d on pg. 14
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pounds.  The Bill extends the imposition of these fees
through July 1, 2013, and increases the fees by approxi-
mately 15 percent, effective July 1, 2003.  Fees were
eliminated for one type of hazardous waste activity �
recycling.  Section 12-8-95.1 of HSRA was amended to
eliminate hazardous waste management fees applying
to hazardous waste that is recycled or reused.

Expanded HSRA Liability Provision
In addition to a revised fee structure, the Bill also amends
HSRA�s liability provisions.  Prior to the amendment,
HSRA imposed joint, several, and strict liability upon
certain persons for EPD�s reasonable costs associated
with the cleanup of environmental hazards, but only
upon the �failure of such persons to comply� with an
order issued by the Director.16   Section 12-8-96.1(a) has
now been amended to provide that such persons will be
liable even in the absence of the issuance of an order,
and therefore absent a failure to comply with such or-
der, in the following two circumstances:  (1) If the Di-
rector is unable to locate the person after a �reasonable
effort�17  to do so prior to commencing clean up actions;
or (2) if the person contributed to a release that resulted
in an emergency action by the Director and the issu-
ance of an order in that situation would cause a delay in
corrective action that could endanger human health and
the environment.18

This amendment makes HSRA more akin to CERCLA
in that a party can be held liable for the government�s
costs without necessarily receiving prior notice of a clean
up.  There are, however, several differences that may
make HSRA liability more onerous than CERCLA li-
ability.  HSRA provides that the State of Georgia may
recover punitive damages up to three times the costs
incurred by state associated with the cleanup of con-
taminated property.19   Because section 12-8-96.1(a), as
amended, does not distinguish between a person liable
for failure to comply with an order and a person whom
EPD has not previously issued any order a party could
be responsible for treble damages even if it did not re-
ceive prior notice and an opportunity to perform the
work.  In contrast, treble damages are only available to
the federal government under CERCLA if a party re-
fuses or fails to comply without sufficient cause with an
order issued by EPA under CERCLA Section 106.

provide the prospective purchaser any liability protection
against claims brought under the federal counterpart to
HSRA � the Comprehensive Environmental Response,
Compensation and Liability Act or �CERCLA.�  CERCLA
claims may be brought by the federal government for cost
recovery and, more likely, by third parties for contribu-
tion.  The Brownsfield Act does not provide any protec-
tion from these claims.  Further, although the Brownfields
Act may have abrogated common law theories of liability,
the question remains to what extent a prospective purchaser
may be liable to adjacent landowners under codified nui-
sance statutes or other common law theories of property
damage.

Finally, although the Brownfields Act may provide some
comfort to prospective purchasers of qualifying proper-
ties, certain trade-offs must be recognized.  For instance,
to the extent the Brownfields Act can be utilized for prop-
erties not listed on the HSI, the Act imposes investigation
and remediation obligations that would not otherwise ap-
ply to such properties.  In many instances, preparation of a
CSR or conducting a clean up to meet HSRA soil stan-
dards at a site otherwise not subject to HSRA may be a
steep price to pay for a brownfields transaction.

Renewal and Changes to HSRA Fee Authority
In addition to revising the Brownfields Act, HB1406
changes HSRA�s fee system.  HSRA is funded through
four sources: (i) otherwise unallocated fees and civil pen-
alties collected by EPD, as set forth in O.C.G.A. § 12-2-
2(e); (ii) solid waste surcharges provided for by O.C.G.A.
§ 12-8-39(e); (iii) financial responsibility instruments
implemented pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 12-8-68(d); and (iv)
hazardous waste management and hazardous substance
reporting fees of O.C.G.A. § 12-8-95.1.  Of these sources,
both the solid waste surcharges and the hazardous waste
management and hazardous substance reporting fees were
scheduled to expire in 2003.

Hazardous Waste Management fees are imposed when
hazardous waste is treated or disposed and range between
$1.00 per ten to $20.00 per ten.  Hazardous substance re-
porting fees are based on the annual Toxic Release Inven-
tory report and vary between $500 per year for reporting
annual releases of less than 10,000 pounds up to $1,500
per year for reporting annual releases greater than 10,000

Cont�d  from pg. 11 - Hazardous Site Response Act
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gia allowing 10 days, the Southern District allowing
15 days, the Middle District allowing 20 days, and
State and Superior courts allowing 30 days.23   The
ALJ is not required to hold a hearing on a motion,
but may do so on its own or upon written request of
a party.24   OSAH rules specifically provide that the
ALJ may conduct motion hearings by telephone.25

OSAH rules provide for a �summary determination�
that largely is consistent with the summary judgment
procedures under both the Civil Practice Act and the
Federal Rules.26   However, OSAH does not distin-
guish between types of motions in setting the time to
respond, leaving it at 10 days for all.27   In contrast, a
party in Superior or State Court generally has 30 days
to respond to any motion, including for summary
judgment.28   Federal courts in Georgia generally al-
low 20 days to respond to a motion for summary judg-
ment.29

12.  Voluntary Dismissal
In an OSAH action, the initiating party has a broad
right of voluntary dismissal.  The ALJ must dismiss
the case if the party requesting the hearing at any
time withdraws that request.30   The Civil Practice Act
provides a fairly similar right of unilateral dismissal,
allowing a plaintiff to dismiss its action voluntarily
any time before it rests its case.31   In contrast, the
Federal Rules prohibit a plaintiff from unilaterally
dismissing its action after the adverse party serves
its answer or files a motion for summary judgment.32

13.  Evidence
OSAH rules, pointing to the APA, require that the
ALJ �apply the rules of evidence as applied in the
trial of civil nonjury cases in the superior courts.�33

Similar to the evidentiary provisions of the APA, that
rule goes on, however, to add that the ALJ �may,
when necessary to ascertain facts not reasonably sus-
ceptible of proof under such rules, consider evidence
not otherwise admissible thereunder if it is of a type
commonly relied upon by reasonably prudent per-
sons in the conduct of their affairs.�34

Before concluding that OSAH�s provision broaden-
ing of �the rules of evidence applicable in superior
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courts� has eviscerated those traditional rules, note
that it remains subject to the prefatory condition
that such evidence be admissible only �when nec-
essary to ascertain facts not reasonably susceptible
of proof under such rules.�35   Probably less than
comfortable with the relatively undefined expan-
sion of the traditional rules of evidence, review-
ing courts have required satisfaction of this condi-
tion.36

OSAH provides five examples of evidence that
�may be admitted� under this expansion of the tra-
ditional rules of evidence.37   The first of these,
OSAH Rule 18(1)(a), is for records and reports of
public agencies.38   The language of that example
is substantially identical to Federal Rule of Evi-
dence 803(8), which excepts such documents from
the prohibition on hearsay.  Georgia law has no
direct equivalent to the public records and reports
exception of FRE 803(8) and such records gener-
ally must be admitted under some other provision.

Similarly, the example of OSAH Rule 18(1)(c)
substantially tracks the language of FRE 803(18),
which excepts statements in learned treatises from
the rule against hearsay.39   Georgia law is more
restrictive than the Federal Rule, allowing an ex-
pert to provide an opinion based in part on learned
treatises but generally prohibiting the introduction
of statements from the treatises themselves.40   The
OSAH language, however, omits the last sentence
of FRE 803(18), which states that �[i]f admitted,
the statements may be read into evidence but may
not be received as exhibits.�  Without this limita-
tion, the OSAH rule presumably allows admission
of the document itself and, therefore, broadens
even the Federal Rule.  In any event, OSAH rules
provide for much broader admissibility of pub-
lished authority than normally would be allowed
under Georgia law.

The example of OSAH Rule 18(1)(b) refers to �re-
ports, records, statements, plats, maps, charts, sur-
veys, studies, analyses or data compilations after
testimony by an expert witness that the witness
prepared such document and that it is correct to
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on some other property or agree to some other as-
surance of payment.1   Any lien under this provi-
sion begins at the time costs are first incurred by
the United States and continues until the lien is sat-
isfied or all response costs associated with the prop-
erty have been recovered.2

D.  Innocent Landowners
The Act amends CERCLA�s definition of �contrac-
tual relationship� to afford higher protections to in-
nocent landowners by adding easements and leases
to the definition and language similar to the above
for Contiguous Landowners and Bona Fide Pro-
spective Purchasers.3   The landowner must provide
full cooperation and access, comply with any land
use restrictions, and not impede the effectiveness
of any institutional controls.4   Additionally, the
property owner must demonstrate that all appropri-
ate inquiries were made before acquiring the prop-
erty and that reasonable steps were taken to stop
any continuing or threatened release.5

E.  Expedited Settlements
The Act also amends CERCLA with a provision
allowing for expedited settlements when a PRP can
demonstrate an inability or limited ability to pay
response costs.6   Under this new provision, the fed-
eral government will consider a party�s ability to
pay and �still maintain its basic business operations,
including consideration of the overall financial con-
dition of the person and demonstrable constraints
on the ability of the person to raise revenues.�7   If
it is determined that a party is unable to pay its total
settlement, alternative payment methods will be
considered.8   However, as a condition of settlement,
a party is required to waive all contribution claims
against other PRPs, unless the President determines
waiver would be unjust.9

As with the above exemptions, if the PRP has failed
to comply with a request for access or for informa-
tion or is impeding, by action or inaction, the re-
sponse action, settlement may be declined.10   A de-
termination that a party is not eligible for expedited
settlement is not subject to judicial review.11

F.  Standards for Due Diligence
As mentioned above, to take advantage of the li-
ability protections afforded to contiguous property
owners, bona fide prospective purchasers, and in-
nocent landowners, a party must show that they
made �all appropriate inquiries� before purchasing
the property that subjects them to potential liabil-
ity.  For residential properties, this only entails a
facility inspection and title search that reveals no
basis for further investigation.12   For nonresiden-
tial properties, the Act provides that EPA must es-
tablish standards and practices for the purpose of
satisfying the �all appropriate inquiries� require-
ment within the next two years.13   In the meantime,
the following interim standards apply.

For property purchased before May 31, 1997, a
court will take into account:14

� Any specialized knowledge or experience
of the defendant;

� The relationship of the purchase price to
the value of the property, if the property
were not contaminated;

� Commonly known or reasonably
ascertainable information about the prop
erty;

� The obviousness of the presence or likely
presence of contamination at the property,
and

� The ability of the defendant to detect the
contamination by appropriate inspection.

For property purchased on or after May 31, 1997,
and until EPA promulgates regulations, the proce-
dures of the American Society for Testing and
Materials will be followed, including the document
known as Standard E1527-97, entitled �Standard
Practice for Environmental Site Assessment: Phase
1 Environmental Site Assessment Process.�15   It is
unclear to what extent a prospective purchaser must
take additional actions, such as a Phase II subsur-
face investigation, in response to an identification
of a �recognized environmental condition� in the
Phase I.  It is probable that, if such conditions are
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identified, a Phase II assessment may be necessary to satisfy the �all appropriate inquiry standard.�

The standards and practices for appropriate inquiries ultimately developed by the EPA over the next two years
must include the following:16

� Results of an inquiry by an environmental professional
� Interviews of past and present owners, operators, and occupants of the facility
� Reviews of historical sources, such as chain of title documents, aerial photographs, building department

records, and land use records
� Searches for recorded environmental cleanup liens filed under Federal, State, or local law
� Reviews of Federal, State, and local government records, waste disposal records, UST records, and

hazardous waste handling, generation, treatment, disposal, and spill records, concerning contamination
at or near the facility

� Visual inspections of the facility and adjoining properties
� Specialized knowledge or experience of the owner
� The relationship of the purchase price to the value of the property, if the property were not contaminated
� Commonly known or reasonably ascertainable information about the property
� The degree of obviousness of the presence or likely presence of contamination at the property

III.  CONCLUSION
The Small Business Liability Relief and Brownfields Revitalization Act provides significant reforms to Superfund
law.  Prior to this Act, developers were wary, for good reason, to purchase and develop abandoned commercial
and industrial sites, due to the potential liability associated with the property.  The Act combines funding for the
development and remediation of these brownfield sites with protections from liability.
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the best of the witness� knowledge, belief and ex-
pert opinion.�41   Contemplating the admissibility
of documents created by the expert witness, this
example appears designed to avoid traditional ob-
jections to such evidence, such as that it is merely
cumulative of the expert�s testimony or would un-
duly reinforce the expert�s oral testimony and be-
come a �continuing witness.�42   This also stream-
lines the admission of demonstrative exhibits pre-
pared by an expert witness.

Appropriating language from the evidentiary pro-
vision of the APA, the example in OSAH Rule
18(1)(d) allows admission of �any medical psy-
chiatric, or psychological evaluations or scientific
or technical reports, records, statements, plats,
maps, charts, surveys, studies, analyses or data

compilations of a type routinely submitted to and
relied upon by the Referring Agency in the nor-
mal course of its business.�43   As with previous
examples, this essentially weakens the prohibition
on hearsay evidence and eases the introduction of
documents on which the agency relied.44

The final example, in OSAH Rule 18(1)(e), really
contains two separate provisions related to the �best
evidence rule.�  The first part provides for the ad-
mission of �documentary evidence in the form of
copies if the original is not readily available, if its
use would unduly disrupt the records of the pos-
sessor of the original, or by agreement of the par-
ties.�45   This essentially softens Georgia�s codi-
fied �best evidence rule,� dispensing with many
of its requirements.46   The second part provides
that �[d]ocumentary evidence may also be received
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in the form of excerpts, charts, or summaries when, in the discretion of the ALJ, the use of the entire document
would unnecessarily add to the record�s length.�47   Again, this softens Georgia�s existing procedure for the intro-
duction of summaries of voluminous evidence.48

OSAH Rule 18(4) governs the admissibility of expert testimony in OSAH proceedings, allowing broader admissi-
bility of such testimony than might be allowed under Georgia law.49   That rule combines, and is substantially
identical to, Federal Rules of Evidence 702, 703, and 705.  It specifically includes the provision of FRE 703 that,
�[i]f of a type reasonably relied upon by experts in the particular field in forming opinions or inferences upon the
subject, the facts or data need not be admissible in evi-
dence.�50   In other words, an expert witness may base its
opinion on hearsay.  Georgia traditionally allowed an expert
to testify only on facts within his knowledge, facts admitted
at trial, or facts presented to him by way of hypothetical ques-
tions.51   Georgia law has been evolving on this issue, a full
discussion of which is beyond the scope of this article.  In
short, though, Georgia has moved towards the Federal Rule,
allowing an expert to base an opinion, at least in part, on
hearsay, any lack of personal knowledge going to the weight
given that opinion by the finder of fact.52   OSAH�s incorpo-
ration of the federal standard places it in line with this trend
in Georgia law.53

A significant feature of OSAH�s evidentiary rule is that it allows the ALJ discretion to receive direct testimony in
written form, requiring that such testimony be served on all parties in advance of the hearing.54   The admissibility of
written testimony remains subject to the same evidentiary rules as oral testimony and the witness still must appear at
the hearing, affirm the written statement, and be subject to cross-examination.55   Written direct testimony can
streamline testimony and provide the opposing party an advantage in preparing for cross-examination.

Finally, OSAH Rule 18 includes provisions allowing the ALJ to take �official notice� of certain evidence.  The first,
OSAH Rule 18(8), provides that the ALJ may take official notice of �judicially recognizable facts.�56   This appears
to be coextensive with judicial notice under Georgia law, adding its own procedure for handling such notice at the
hearing.57   In addition, OSAH Rule 18(9) allows the ALJ to take notice of �the contents of policy and procedure
manuals promulgated by State agencies for which OSAH conducts hearings,� providing the procedure to be fol-
lowed when the manual in question has not been adopted pursuant to the rulemaking procedures of the APA.58   That
rule also allows the ALJ to take notice of �any fact alleged, presented, or found in any other hearing before an ALJ,
or of the status and disposition of any such hearing; provided, that any party shall on timely request be afforded an
opportunity to contest the matters of which official notice is taken.�59

14.  The Hearing
The ALJ is to issue a notice of hearing �[a]s soon as practicable� after OSAH receives a request for hearing.60

OSAH Rules 21 through 33, along with the APA, primarily govern the hearing and the decision thereon.61   The
hearing is not limited to evidence originally before the agency.62    The agency�s decision is not entitled to any
deference and the ALJ will consider the matter de novo.63   The standard of proof is a preponderance of the evidence,
unless otherwise provided by statute or rule.64   In cases imposing civil penalties, the ALJ must consider certain
factors set forth in DNR�s rules.65
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A significant feature of
OSAH�s evidentiary rule is that it

allows the ALJ discretion to receive
direct testimony in written form,
requiring that such testimony be

served on all parties in advance of
the hearing.
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decision within 30 days after the close of the hearing record74

but may remand the case to the referring agency at any time.75

15.  Judicial Review
A party may seek judicial review only of a final decision.76

Normally, under the APA, an ALJ�s decision is only an �ini-
tial decision,� which then is transferred back to the referring
agency for review.77   If the referring agency does not reject or
modify the decision, normally within 30 days, the decision
becomes final.78   In matters arising from the EPD, however,
an OSAH decision is a final, reviewable decision.79   The pro-
cedure for obtaining judicial review is set forth in the APA80

but any petition for judicial review also should be filed with
the OSAH Administrative Hearing Clerk, who will certify the
record to the reviewing court.81   Also note that the Superior
Court must hear the case within 90 days from the date the pe-
tition is filed with it, unless continued to a date certain by or-
der, or the ALJ�s decision will be affirmed by operation of
law.82   Although the court may order a stay upon request and
good cause shown, a petition for judicial review does not au-
tomatically stay the ALJ�s decision.83
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Upcoming Seminars and Events:

May 29-31 Wetlands Law and Regulation,
Washington, D.C.
Co-sponsored by the ALI-ABA and ABA, Section of Environmental, Energy
and Resources.
For more information:  www.ali-aba.org.

June (TBD) Brown Bag Lunch (to be announced)
Atlanta, Alston & Bird
More details forthcoming.

June 6-7 Managing Global Risk after September 1 and Enron, Washington, D.C.
Co-sponsored by ABA, Section of International Law & Practice Counsel
Committee and International Energy and Natural Resource Committee, and
Center for Continuing Legal Education, in cooperation with ABA Section of
Business Law and Section of Environment, Energy and Resources.
For more information:  www.abanet.org/environ/.

August 2-3 Environmental Law Institute
Hilton San Destin Beach Resort, Destin, Florida
Sponsored by State Bar of Georgia, Environmental Law Section
For more information:  www.iclega.org.

August 11-14 Georgia Water and Pollution Control Association Annual Conference
Atlanta, Georgia
For more information:  www.gwpca.org.

October 9-14 ABA, Section of Environmental, Energy and Resources, Tenth Section Fall
Meeting
Portland, Oregon
For more information:  www.abanet.org/environ/.

The ALJ can issue subpoenas to compel attendance and the
production of documents at the hearing.  A party requesting a
subpoena must do so in writing, served on all parties, at least
five days before the hearing.  Although issued by ALJ, the
requesting party is responsible for serving subpoenas. The ALJ
also may quash a subpoena on grounds provided, including
the general ground �for other good reasons of basic fairness.�69

Enforcement of ALJ subpoenas is sought by application to the
Superior Court for the county where the case is being heard.70

A party seeking to compel only the production of documents
from a party to the proceedings may serve a notice to produce
on that party without the necessity of a subpoena.71

There are a few procedural issues of note.  Where parties have
�substantially similar interests and positions,� the ALJ has dis-
cretion to limit the number of those parties allowed to cross-
examine witnesses, argue motions, or argue objections.72   The
ALJ also can order that the hearing be expedited where re-
quired by law or �if necessary to protect the interests of the
parties or the public health, safety or welfare.�73

Cont�d on pg.19
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Additionally, the Act provides liability relief to small
business owners, contiguous property owners, pro-
spective purchasers, and innocent landowners.
While the Act provides significant reforms, there
are still possible ways in which a landowner, who
did not contribute to the actual contamination, may
be held liable for the response costs at a site.  Most
of these are associated with failure to provide ad-
equate notice or to cooperate with government agen-
cies or other PRPs in providing access and informa-
tion.  Liability may also be imposed if the landowner
does not take reasonable steps to stop a continuing
release, to prevent any additional harm, or to com-
ply with land use restrictions.  If a PRP is found to
have not cooperated, they may still face liability.
As stated above, in the case of expedited settlements
and the De Micromis and Municipal Solid Waste
exemptions, there is no judicial review available if
the party is determined to be uncooperative.

Therefore, in order to take advantage of these liabil-
ity protections, it would be prudent for any land-
owner or tenant to make certain they are in compli-
ance with any federal, state, or local notice provi-
sions.  Furthermore, if a landowner or tenant receives
any notice regarding potential liability, they should
immediately notify their legal counsel and do their

Cont�d from pg. 16 - Small Business Liability Relief
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utmost in cooperating with any requests for informa-
tion or access.
1 See id. § 9607(r)(2).
2 See id. § 9607(r)(4).
3 See id. § 9601(35)(A).
4 See id. § 9601(35)(B).
5 See id. § 9601(35)(A) and (B).
6 See id. § 9622(g)(7).
7 See id. § 9622(g)(7)(B).
8 See id. § 9622(g)(7)(D).
9 See id. § 9622(g)(8)(A).
10 See id. § 9622(g)(8)(B).
11 See id. § 9622(g)(11).
12 See id. § 9601(35)(B)(v).
13 See id. § 9601(35)(B)(ii).
14 See id. § 9601(35)(B)(iv)(I).
15 See id. § 9601(35)(B)(iv)(II).  ASTM Standard 1527-97
is the industry-accepted standard for conducting Phase I
Environmental Site Assessments.  This standard, however,
has been updated by ASTM in 2000 and the most recent
version is referred to as ASTM 1527-00.  It appears that
compliance with the most recent standard should ensure
compliance with the 1997 standard based on similarities
between the two standards.
16 See id. § 9601(35)(B)(iii).

OSAH adds what is at least a third set of proce-
dural rules to the knowledge base increasly re-
quired of the environmental litigator.  This article
has not addressed every detail of every OSAH rule
and there, of coures, is no substitute for a thor-
ough reading of them.  Instead, this article hope-
fully provides an entry-point to those rules and
highlights many of their unusual provisions that
otherwise might not be apparent to one faced with
them for the first time.

  Footnotes on pg. 20
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1 Office of State Administrative Hearings
Background, available at http://www.state.ga.us/osah/
background.html.

2 O.C.G.A. § 50-13-40 et seq.
3 See O.C.G.A. § 50-13-40.  OSAH has

jurisdiction over cases arising from the Department of
Natural Resources, including the Environmental
Protection Division.  This article discusses the functions
of OSAH in the context of cases contesting actions of
the Director of the Environmental Protection Division.

4 O.C.G.A. § 12-2-2(c)(2).
5 O.C.G.A. § 50-13-44.
6 O.C.G.A. §§ 12-1-2(c), 50-13-41(a); Ga.

Comp. R. & Regs. r. 391-1-2-.03, .04, .06; see Ga.
Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.02(5) (OSAH rules do not
supersede agency rules governing how a hearing is to be
initiated).

7 See Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 391-1-2-.01 et
seq. (Procedures for Disposition of Contested Cases).
The DNR rules specifically require that petitions meet
the requirements of OSAH rules.  Ga. Comp. R. & Regs.
r. 391-1-2-.04(3).

8 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 391-1-2-.06.
9 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 391-1-2-.07.
10 See Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.01 et

seq.
11 Id.
12 O.C.G.A. § 50-13-41(b).
13 Prior to the creation of OSAH, DNR rules

required that the agency respond to petitions.  Ga.
Comp. R. & Regs. R. 391-1-2-.06 (repealed).

14 O.C.G.A. § 9-11-1 (limiting the applicability
of the Civil Practice Act to �courts of record�); see
Georgia State Bd. of Dental Examiners v. Daniels, 137
Ga. App. 706, 709, 224 S.E.2d 820, 822 (1976) (decided
prior to OSAH, holding the Civil Practice Act does not
apply to proceedings under the Administrative Proce-
dure Act).

15 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.02(2).
16 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.02(3).
17 O.C.G.A. § 50-13-13(a)(3).
18 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.34(1).
19 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.34(2).
20 State Bar Rule 8-104(D) (requiring an

attorney admitted after January 1, 1988 to certify
completion of nine litigation experiences before
appearing as sole or lead counsel in the Superior or State
Courts of Georgia).

21 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.42; see
Uniform Superior Court Rules 4.3 (withdrawal) and 16
(leaves of absence).

22 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.30(1),

Footnotes for Procedural Primer Cont�d from pg. 18
.30(2).  In addition, if the party requesting the
hearing fails to attend after receiving notice, the ALJ
may dismiss the action sua sponte or on motion of a
party.  Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.30(5).  The
ALJ may find such a �failure to attend� if the party
fails to appear within 15 minutes of the time set for
the hearing.  Id.

23 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.22(5).
24 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.04(1).
25 O.C.G.A. § 9-11-5(e).
26 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.07(1).
27 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-

.07(1)(a).
28 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-

.07(1)(c).
29 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-

.07(1)(b).
30 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.07(2).
31 O.C.G.A. § 9-11-15.
32 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.08.
33 Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(a).
34 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.08.

OSAH�s rules for calculating time are consistent
with the Civil Practice Act � intermediate Satur-
days, Sundays, and legal holidays are counted in
computing the time period except when the pre-
scribed period is less than seven days.  Ga. Comp. R.
& Regs. r. 616-1-2-.05(1); see O.C.G.A. § 1-3-
1(d)(3) (incorporated into the Civil Practice Act by
reference in O.C.G.A. § 9-11-6(a)).  Under the
Federal Rules, intermediate Saturdays, Sundays, and
legal holidays are not counted only when the period
is less than 11 days.  Fed. R. Civ. P. 6(a).  For the
full rule on computing time under OSAH rules, see
Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.05.

35 Fed. R. Civ. P. 15(a).
36 Grand Lodge of Georgia, Independent

Order of Odd Fellows v. City of Thomasville, 226
Ga. 4, 9-10, 172 S.E.2d 612, 616 (1970); Random
Access, Inc. v. Atlanta Datacom, Inc., 232 Ga. App.
269, 271, 501 S.E.2d 610, 612 (1998).

37 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.13(2).
The grounds for intervention under the Administra-
tive Procedure Act are set forth in O.C.G.A. § 50-13-
14.

38 O.C.G.A. § 9-11-24; Fed. R. Civ. P. 24.
39 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.13(2).
40 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.21(3).

In contrast, in a judicial review of a final agency
decision, the evidence generally is limited to the
record before the agency.  O.C.G.A. § 50-13-19(g).

41 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.38.
42 Upon a showing that a witness cannot or

will not attend the hearing, the ALJ has discretion to

Cont�d on pg. 21
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1 Pub. L. No. 107-118, 107th Cong. (codified as
amended in scattered sections of 42 U.S.C.).
2 42 U.S.C. § 9601 et. seq.
3 See id. § 9604(k)(12)(A).
4 See O.C.G.A. ¡± 12-8-200, et seq.
5 42 U.S.C. § 9601(39)(A).
6 See id. § 9601(14).
7 See id. § 9601(39)(D).  Note that $50 million, or at
least 25% of the funds available for 2002 through 2006
are earmarked for site characterization, assessment, and
remediation of these �petroleum� sites.  See §
9604(k)(12)(B).
8 See id. § 9601(39)(C).
9 See id. § 9601(39)(B).
10 See id. § 9604(k)(2).
11 See id. § 9604(k)(4)(A).
12 See id. § 9604(k)(3).
13 See id. § 9604(k)(4)(A).
14 See id. § 9604(k)(3)(B).
15 See id. § 9604(k)(4)(B).
16 See id. § 9622(g).  De minimis settlements are
available if a party can show that they contributed a
minimal amount of hazardous substances as compared
to the other hazardous substances at the site and the
hazardous effects of its contribution in minimal; or , in
the alternative, if the party is the owner of the property
and they can show they did not contribute or allow the
generation, transportation, storage, treatment, or
disposal of any hazardous substance at the site.  See id.
§ 9622(g)(1).
17 See id. § 9607(o)(1).
18 See id. § 9607(o)(4).
19 See id. § 9607(p).
20 See id. 9607(p)(4)(A).
21 See id. 9607(p)(1).
22 See id. § 9607(p)(5)(A).
23 See id. § 9607(p)(7).
24 See id. 9607(p)(5)(B).
25 See id. 9607(p)(7).
26 See id. § 9607(o)(2) and § 9607(p)(2).
27 Furthermore, the President�s determination of any of
the above is not subject to judicial review.
28 See id. § 9607(q)(3).
29 See id. § 9607(q)(1).
30 See id. § 9607(q)(1)(C).
31Guidance on Agreements with Prospective Purchas-
ers of Contaminated Property, 60 Fed. Reg. 34792
(1995).
32 It is unclear whether �migration� of hazardous
substances during a purchaser�s term of ownership will
be considered �disposal.�
33 See id. § 9601(40).
34 See id. § 9607(r)(2) and (3).

35 See id. § 9607(r)(3).
36 See id. § 9607(r)(2).
37 See id. § 9607(r)(4).
38 See id. § 9601(35)(A).
39 See id. § 9601(35)(B).
40 See id. § 9601(35)(A) and (B).
41 See id. § 9622(g)(7).
42 See id. § 9622(g)(7)(B).
43 See id. § 9622(g)(7)(D).
44 See id. § 9622(g)(8)(A).
45 See id. § 9622(g)(8)(B).
46 See id. § 9622(g)(11).
47 See id. § 9601(35)(B)(v).
48 See id. § 9601(35)(B)(ii).
49 See id. § 9601(35)(B)(iv)(I).
50 See id. § 9601(35)(B)(iv)(II).  ASTM Standard
1527-97 is the industry-accepted standard for
conducting Phase I Environmental Site Assess-
ments.  This standard, however, has been updated
by ASTM in 2000 and the most recent version is
referred to as ASTM 1527-00.  It appears that
compliance with the most recent standard should
ensure compliance with the 1997 standard based on
similarities between the two standards.
51 See id. § 9601(35)(B)(iii).
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shall be determined by the ALJ based upon its reliability
and probative value�).

79 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.18(5).
80 Id.
81 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.18(8).
82 O.C.G.A. § 24-1-4 (Subjects of Judicial

Notice).
83 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.18(9).
84 Id.
85 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.09 (also

setting forth the information to be included in such
notice).

86 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.21 through
616-1-2-.33; O.C.G.A. § 50-13-13.

87 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.21(3).
88 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.21(3).
89 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.21(4).
90 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 391-1-2-0.39-.09.
91 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.19; see also

O.C.G.A. § 50-13-13(a)(7), (b).
92 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.19(2).
93 Id.  The requirements for service are substan-

tially identical to those of O.C.G.A. § 24-10-23.  See Ga.
Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.19(4).

94 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.19(5).
95 O.C.G.A. § 50-13-13(a)(7); Ga. Comp. R. &

Regs. r. 616-1-2-.22(5).
96 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.19(7).
97 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.22(2).
98 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.31.
99 O.C.G.A. § 50-13-41(c); Ga. Comp. R. &

Regs. r. 616-1-2-.27.
100 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.29.
101 O.C.G.A. § 50-13-19.
102 O.C.G.A. § 50-13-41(d); Ga. Comp. R. &

Regs. r. 616-1-2-.33.
103 O.C.G.A. § 50-13-41(e)(1)-(2).
104 Individual agencies may provide that OSAH

decisions be treated as final decisions of the agency.
O.C.G.A. § 50-13-41(e)(3).  DNR rules provide that a
decision by the ALJ is final and shall not be subject to
further review by DNR.  Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 391-1-
2-0.39-.07.  Furthermore, decisions of the ALJ on DNR
matters are final decisions by statute.  O.C.G.A. §§ 12-1-
2(a), 12-2-2(c)(2).  Those statutes also make clear that any
party, including the agency, may seek judicial review.  Id.

105 O.C.G.A. §§ 50-13-19, 50-13-20.1.
106 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.39.
107 O.C.G.A. § 12-2-1(c) (also requiring that the

Superior Court issue an order determining the issues
within 30 days of the hearing, or continued hearing).

108 O.C.G.A. ¡± 50-13-19(d).
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require that the witness, in lieu of testifying live at
the hearing, testify at deposition or through written
questions and responses.  Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r.
616-1-2-.20.  Upon request, the ALJ also may issue
subpoenas to compel attendance and the production
of documents at such depositions or at the hearing.
Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.19; see also
O.C.G.A. § 50-13-13(a)(7), (b).  A party seeking to
compel the production of documents from a party
may serve a notice to produce on that party without
the necessity of a subpoena.  Ga. Comp. R. & Regs.
r. 616-1-2-.19(7).  Enforcement of ALJ subpoenas
may be had by application to the Superior Court for
the county where the case is being heard.  O.C.G.A.
§ 50-13-13(a)(7); Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-
.22(5).

43 Id.; Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.37
(Request for Agency Records).

44 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.14
45 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.14(3).
46 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.16.
47 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.16(2).
48 Uniform Superior Court Rule 6.2;

Uniform State Court Rule 6.2; N.D. Ga. Local Rule
7.1(B); M.D. Ga. Local Rule 7.2; S.D. Ga. Local
Rule 7.5.  Note that while both OSAH and the
Northern District allow 10 days to respond to such
motions, these periods in fact will differ in length
due to the differences in the computation of time
between OSAH rules and the Federal Rules.

49 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.16(5).
50 Id.
51 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.15; see

O.C.G.A. § 9-11-56; Fed. R. Civ. P. 56.
52 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.15(2)

(incorporating the standard OSAH response period
of Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.16(2)).

53 Uniform Superior Court Rule 6.2;
Uniform State Court Rule 6.2.

54 N.D. Ga. Local Rule 7.1(B) (allowing 20
days to respond to a motion for summary judgment,
10 days to respond to all other motions); M.D. Ga.
Local Rule 7.2 (allowing 20 days to respond to all
motions); S.D. Ga. Local Rule 7.5 (allowing 20 days
to respond to a motion for summary judgment, 15
days to respond to all other motions).

55 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.17(1).
56 O.C.G.A. § 9-11-41(a); but see Manning

v. Robertson, 223 Ga. App. 139, 140-41, 476 S.E.2d
889, 891 (1996) (a dismissal of less than all defen-
dants must be done pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 9-11-21
and requires a court order).
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Footnotes for Hazardous Site

1 The amendments, passed as H.B. 1406, were
adopted by the House on March 8, 2002, and
by the Senate on April 10, 2002.  Governor
Barnes is expected to sign the legislation.
2 O.C.G.A. § 12-8-90 et seq.
3 O.C.G.A. § 12-8-200 et seq.
4 The Bill also amends HSRA by specifically
providing that HSRA administration includes
�reviewing and overseeing investigations,
corrective action, and other actions by federal
agencies required under this article and
supporting the reduction of hazardous waste
and pollution prevention activities by federal
agencies,� and by providing that the hazardous
waste trust fund may be used for such review
and oversight.
5 H.B. 1406, Section 6, amending O.C.G.A. §
12-8-201 and enacting O.C.G.A. § 12-8-209.
6 H.B. 1406, Section 6, amending O.C.G.A.
§§ 12-8-202 and 12-8-205.
7 O.C.G.A. §12-8-202(b)(5).
8 O.C.G.A. § 12-8-206(a), prior to amend-
ment.
9 Id.
10 O.C.G.A. § 12-8-206(b)(3) and (b)(4), prior
to amendment.
11 O.C.G.A. § 12-8-206(b)(6), prior to
amendment.
12 Formerly O.C.G.A. § 12-8-206(a).
13 O.C.G.A. § 12-8-207(b)(4)
14 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. 391-3-19-.06(3)(a)
(2002).
15 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. 391-3-19-
.06(3)(b)(3) (2002).
16 O.C.G.A. §12-8-96.1.
17 One interesting question under this revised
liability provision is what �reasonable efforts�
to locate a person prior to commencing clean
up will be required before liability may attach.
The Bill provides no guidance on this ques-
tion, which seems certain to lead to litigation.
18 O.C.G.A. §12-8-96.1(a), as amended by
H.B. 1406.
19 O.C.G.A §12-8-96.1(a).

2-.20.  Upon request, the ALJ also may issue
subpoenas to compel attendance and the production of
documents at such depositions or at the hearing.  Ga. Comp.
R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.19; see also O.C.G.A. § 50-13-
13(a)(7), (b).  A party seeking to compel the production of
documents from a party may serve a notice to produce on
that party without the necessity of a subpoena.  Ga. Comp.
R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.19(7).  Enforcement of ALJ subpoe-
nas may be had by application to the Superior Court for the
county where the case is being heard.  O.C.G.A. § 50-13-
13(a)(7); Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.22(5).

43 Id.; Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.37
(Request for Agency Records).

44 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.14
45 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.14(3).
46 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.16.
47 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.16(2).
48 Uniform Superior Court Rule 6.2; Uniform State

Court Rule 6.2; N.D. Ga. Local Rule 7.1(B); M.D. Ga. Local
Rule 7.2; S.D. Ga. Local Rule 7.5.  Note that while both
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such motions, these periods in fact will differ in length due
to the differences in the computation of time between OSAH
rules and the Federal Rules.

49 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.16(5).
50 Id.
51 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.15; see

O.C.G.A. § 9-11-56; Fed. R. Civ. P. 56.
52 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.15(2) (incor-
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R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.16(2)).

53 Uniform Superior Court Rule 6.2; Uniform State
Court Rule 6.2.

54 N.D. Ga. Local Rule 7.1(B) (allowing 20 days to
respond to a motion for summary judgment, 10 days to
respond to all other motions); M.D. Ga. Local Rule 7.2
(allowing 20 days to respond to all motions); S.D. Ga. Local
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summary judgment, 15 days to respond to all other motions).

55 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.17(1).
56 O.C.G.A. § 9-11-41(a); but see Manning v.

Robertson, 223 Ga. App. 139, 140-41, 476 S.E.2d 889, 891
(1996) (a dismissal of less than all defendants must be done
pursuant to O.C.G.A. § 9-11-21 and requires a court order).

57 Fed. R. Civ. P. 41(a).
58 Ga. Comp. R. & Regs. r. 616-1-2-.18(1); see

O.C.G.A. § 50-13-15.


